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Abstract Aiming at building up more powerful, open-standard-based and generic infrastructures for application integration, service grids address the challenges in large-scale coordinated sharing and on-demand composition of network-based application services. The related endeavors have opened up new ways of application development, deployment and integration. In connection with the new level of scale, openness and dynamism brought forward by service grids, adaptive service configuration is of essential importance to applications. This paper proposes an approach called CAFISE, which tries to better facilitate on-demand configuration and dynamic reconfiguration of service grid applications. In CAFISE, a business design and its supporting software system are considered in a coherent way, and a convergent relation, which helps to map business-level configurations to software-level configurations, is highlighted. The paper is particularly devoted to presenting and discussing the principles, reference model, modeling language and supporting application framework of CAFISE. Since practical usefulness is highly valued in the development of CAFISE, the application of the approach to a real-world scenario is also presented in the paper.
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1 Introduction

It has been widely realized that traditional Internet-based applications have not taken full advantage of the Internet infrastructure. With technological and social advances, some new developments can be observed. Large collections of computational and information resources are made available as services and can flexibly be utilized over the Internet. On the other hand, our modern society tends to depend on more agile, diverse and integrated value chains that can be formed by assembling these dispersed services. The striving goal of engineering Internet-based applications has thus shifted to locating, incorporating, adapting and integrating distributed and heterogeneous resources to satisfy diverged and personalized requirements of organizations and individual users.

Aiming at realizing large-scale, coordinated resource sharing in a wide-area network, grid computing technologies\cite{1,2} are among the most prominent advances toward next-generation Internet-based applications. Grid computing originated from high-performance scientific computing field and is evolving into enabling technologies with a wider spectrum from computational grids to higher-level platform technologies, such as service grids\cite{3,4}. Here, service grids refer to the open computing infrastructures that enable easy plug-in and deployment of individual and dispersed services, interoperation of heterogeneous services, dynamic formation of virtual and collaborative service assemblies, as well as on-demand composition of services. We then call the applications based upon such infrastructures as service grid applications.

Service grids help to open up new ways of application development and deployment. In connection with the new level of scale, openness and dynamism brought forward by service grids, system flexibility and adaptability become more critical. We know that changes of computer applications are often unavoidable and tend to become more frequent as the scale of application systems increases. However, an old but not yet well-resolved problem is that the side effects of changes in business-level requirements or business policies are un-proportionally
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amplified in the underlying software systems. That is, a minor change in a business may cause a great deal of change efforts in its software system. In a grid environment, the border and the constituent parts of an application system are no longer so fixed as in traditional software systems due to the above-mentioned openness and dynamism. To sum up, on-demand access to and dynamic integration of distributed services have become a key issue in constructing next-generation Internet-based applications. Adaptable service orchestration, versatile business policy specification, and flexible configuration management are hence some of the key problems to be dealt with in a grid-based environment.

As a matter of fact, solutions for making computer applications to adapt reactively and sometimes proactively to changes of the businesses they support have been sought for years. Many useful technologies, including object-oriented technologies, workflow technologies and some others, have been invented. However, the flexibility attained with these modern technologies is often mitigated greatly after the implementation or compilation stage. Concerning on-demand configuration of Internet-based information systems, the problems we are facing are even more complicated, and effective and systematic approaches are still far away from mature. This paper re-addresses the old flexibility problem in the above-mentioned setting and presents an approach called CAFISE (Convergent Approach for Information System Evolution). It is organized as follows. Firstly, a brief overview of the CAFISE approach is given in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the CAFISE model, the CAFISE language and some modeling principles. Section 4 describes an application framework, which helps to construct and reconfigure a service grid application on the basis of the CAFISE model. Section 5 examines a case study and briefly describes how to construct and reconfigure an application with the CAFISE approach in practice. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2 Rationales of the CAFISE Approach

An information system or an application system in general is developed to support a certain business. In the traditional way of information system development, business models are derived based on business analysis results first. It is software architects who then transform business models into software architecture models, either explicitly or implicitly. Based on the resulting software architecture models, individual applications are developed by software engineers. So far, so good. However, there exists a conceptual gap between the business domain and the software domain as shown in Fig.1. As mentioned earlier, changes in businesses take place frequently. In order to reflect and keep up with business changes, their underlying software systems are subject to frequent changes. As a common practice, when confronted with changes in requirements and technology updates, application developers try to modify the existing software systems and make patches to them. Over time and as the number of patches and modifications reaches a certain limitation, complexity sharply increases, the original structure is destroyed and becomes inconsistent, and at last the software system reaches its life-end at a young age. One of the main reasons is that since software architecture models are based on previous business models, mismatches may come forth when business models are changed while software architecture models remain the same. With the presence of such mismatches, it is difficult and risky to modify an existing software system. The domain gap has been a main impediment for software systems to keep pace with the changing businesses in time. In a service-grid-enabled environment, this problem is even more crucial due to the openness and dynamism. In addition to the problems of change and adaptation, service-grid-based applications also need to handle the requirements of just-in-time application construction on the basis of user's spontaneous requirements.

With the paradigm shift towards grid-based computing, an application can be seen as a spontaneous configuration of its constituent computational and information resources. By explicitly separating configuration schem as from applications, we obtain a separate layer of abstraction for the sake of flexibility. Different configurations correspond to different applications. A lot of research efforts have been made to study various strategies of application configuration to facilitate adaptive changes to applications\cite{5,6}. Oreizy employed software architecture models to specify application configurations, and used an architecture description language (ADL) to directly describe the configuration models\cite{7,8}. As such, application configuration can be specified in terms of an architecture model. Software architecture is used to support application reconfiguration at runtime. Srivastava also proposed to use software architecture models to support dynamic application reconfiguration\cite{9}. In [10], Warren presented a specialized model for
application configuration, paying particular attention to maintaining application’s consistency in performing dynamic reconfiguration. Both structural constraints and behavioral information are captured in the configuration model. Although the above-mentioned efforts can help to ease application (re)configuration, they only focus on the concepts and mechanisms of the software domain. In fact, the majority of change requirements come from the business domain. Effective approaches to keeping software systems updated in accordance with new business requirements are not yet mature. On-demand application configuration and dynamic reconfiguration that are required in a service-grid-enabled environment are still difficult to achieve.

Taylor brought forward the concept of convergent engineering in 1995 for bridging the gap between the business domain and the software domain[11]. Convergent engineering promotes an integrated approach to designing more flexible software that can better cope with business changes. It is considered as a good foundation for just-in-time application construction and on-demand adjustment on user’s behalf. The essential idea is to treat a business design and its supporting software as a whole. In [12], Hubert reified the concept of convergent engineering and built a convergent software architecture directly reflecting some business-level concepts in an object-oriented manner. However, constructing business objects that can reflect both business perspective and software perspective coherently is still a complicated undertaking and remains the job of software professionals. But it is business experts who need a feasible way to express their new demand. An object-oriented convergent design is often difficult for them to master. Moreover, dynamic application reconfiguration is not thoroughly explored in previous researches.

From a user-centric perspective, the CAFISE approach is intended to help a business user to build his or her own personalized and situation-specific application by configuring available services in terms of personal preference and business-related process logic. The focus is on facilitating business-user-oriented and just-in-time configuration, and dynamic reconfiguration of service grid applications. In order to enable business people to perform on-demand configuration of service grid applications, business designs and application implementations are considered in a convergent way. CAFISE allows a business expert to transparently examine all scattered resources that are accessible and available to him or her and to configure them in an easy and straightforward manner. The advantage lies in that business people, to some extent, no longer have to rely on software professionals whenever they have change net requirements for changes.

Fig. 2 illustrates the central idea of CAFISE. We coined the term power user to highlight the user-end programming. A power user is a business user who is capable of configuring his business applications with proper tool support but knows little about software programming. CAFISE aims at supporting power users in (re)configuring a service-grid-enabled application on their demand. We call the process, with which a power user configures his or her application, as user-end programming. Instead of directly introducing object-oriented concepts and technologies into the business domain as in [12], we propose to build a convergent model — the CAFISE model — to cover business issues and software issues simultaneously. It has three related parts: a business-level model, a software-level model and a convergent relation as glue. Business-level models are designed to reflect business requirements with a minimum set of user-end pro-
gramming concepts and mechanisms, which are easy for a power user to understand and master. A power user can (re)configure service grid applications by building or editing business-level models. Software-level models are abstractions of service composition. Based on network-based autonomous services, service composition is seen as a new paradigm to construct an application by aggregating services and defining their cooperation pattern\textsuperscript{[13–16]}. The resulting application is either a new customized application or another service with a larger granularity. CAFISE narrows the gap between the two levels with a convergent relation. The convergent relation helps to translate simple and intuitive business-level elements into more concrete and executable elements at the software level.

CAFISE promotes a new thinking in application assembly and adjustment. In CAFISE, what a user perceives as applications is in fact manifestations of the CAFISE framework acting on the CAFISE model. Instead of seeking help from software professionals for building applications, power users can define application specifications by themselves. After a power user constructs an intuitive application configuration from the viewpoint of his business, the CAFISE framework helps to manifest, map and interpret a corresponding software-level model. The convergent relation plays a key role in transforming the business-level model into the software-level model. To present and construct the CAFISE model, a modeling language called the CAFISE language is proposed. Besides the model, the language and the CAFISE framework as shown in Fig.2, a virtual service organization (also called service community)\textsuperscript{[16]}, which helps to discover, organize and manage services in a service grid, serves as a basis of the CAFISE approach.

![Fig.2. User-centric construction and adjustment of service grid applications with CAFISE.](image)

3 CAFISE Model

3.1 Model Definitions

As shown with the dark rectangle in Fig.2, the CAFISE model has three constituent components: a business-level model, a software-level model and a convergent relation. It is formally defined as a three-tuple: $M = (B, A, \tau)$ with $B \cap A = \emptyset$ and $B \neq \emptyset$, where the meanings are as follows.

1) $B = (B_A, B_S, B_E, B_R, f_B)$ represents a business-level model, satisfying $B_A \neq \emptyset$, $B_A \cap B_S = \emptyset$, $B_A \cap B_E = \emptyset$, $B_S \cap B_E = \emptyset$.

- $B_A$ is a finite and nonempty set of business activities. A business activity defines what is to be done at a business step.

- $B_S$ is a finite set of business services. A business service provides a set of functionalities that can be used to accomplish a business activity. It can be atomic or composite. While atomic business services serve as the most elementary service units, a composite business service aggregates multiple business services that can be either atomic or composite. In CAFISE, an application can also be viewed as a specific form of composite business services. To users, both atomic and composite business services take on a uniform appearance.

- $B_E$ is a finite set of business information enti-
ties. A business information entity corresponds to an information resource consumed or produced by a business activity.

- $B^r_R = \{ B^1_R, B^2_R, B^3_R \}$ is concerned about three types of business relations, respectively describing relationships between business activities, between business activities and business services, and between business activities and business information entities. The three types of business relations are explained in some more detail below:

\[ B^1_R \subseteq B_A \times B_A \text{ defines relationships between business activities.} \]

\[ B^2_R \subseteq B_A \times B_S \text{ associates business activities with business services. A business activity is fulfilled by a business service, either atomic or composite.} \]

- $B^3_R \subseteq B_A \times B_E$ defines relationships between business activities and business information entities. A business activity may have relationship with one or more business information entities it consumes and/or produces.

\[ f_R : 2^{B_A} \times 2^{B_A} \rightarrow \{ \text{conditional sequence, conditional split, conditional join} \} \] is a function determining routing strategies between business activities, and results in three types of control nodes connecting business activities. *conditional sequence* is a directed link from a source business activity to a destination business activity. The business activities are performed one by one under certain conditions. Note that a source activity and a destination activity can be the same, resulting in a conditional repetition. *conditional split* means that some of the business activities behind this point can be performed concurrently under certain conditions. *conditional join* means that only some of business activities before this point need to be finished under certain conditions.

2) $A = (A_S, A_C, A_M, A_R, f^1_A, f^2_A)$ represents a software-level model, satisfying $A_S \cap A_C = \emptyset$, $A_S \cap A_M = \emptyset$, $A_C \cap A_M = \emptyset$.

- $A_S$ is a finite and nonempty set of abstract software services. An abstract software service is composed of functional and non-functional specifications of a software service. Functional specifications describe functional constraints and input/output messages, and non-functional specifications include non-functional properties and constraints, such as service provider’s information, service categories, QoS information, etc.

- $A_C$ is a finite set of concrete software services. A concrete software service corresponds to an implementation of an abstract software service belonging to $A_S$. It can be a stand-alone service, such as an Internet-accessible Java application, or a composite service that consists of a set of other services.

- $A_M$ is a finite set of messages. A message is composed of message type, message dispatcher, message receiver and message body that contains parameters and protocol-related data. Protocol-related data mark the protocols that are used to exchange messages.

- $A_R = \{ A^1_R, A^2_R, A^3_R \}$ represents three types of relationships:

\[ A^1_R \subseteq A_S \times A_S \text{ defines control relationships between abstract software services, which reflect their execution order.} \]

\[ A^2_R \subseteq A_S \times A_C \text{ associates abstract software services with concrete software services.} \]

An abstract software service can be associated with one or more concrete software services. Note that they are not necessarily bound with each other fixed. At runtime, it is possible to do dynamic binding based on functional and non-functional specifications of an abstract software service.

\[ A^3_R \subseteq A_S \times A_M \text{ represents message relationships that specify mappings between input and output messages of abstract software services and also describes the message to be exchanged between abstract software services.} \]

- $f^1_A : 2^{A_S} \times 2^{A_S} \rightarrow \{ \text{conditional sequence, conditional split, conditional join} \}$. This function defines several control relationships: *conditional sequence* indicates that two abstract software services linked through it are to be invoked successively; *conditional split* means that some of the abstract software services behind this point can be performed concurrently under certain conditions; *conditional join* means that only some of abstract software services before this point need to be finished.

- $f^2_A : 2^{A_M} \times 2^{A_M} \rightarrow \{ \text{direct, synthesized, decomposed} \}$ defines three types of messages: *direct* means a message is directly transferred from one abstract software service to another, *synthesized* synthesizes multiple messages of several abstract software services into one message and transfers it to an abstract software service, and *decomposed* decomposes one message of an abstract software service into multiple messages and transfers them to several abstract software services.

3) $\tau = (F, Ru)$ is a convergent relation. $F = \{ \tau_1, \tau_2, \tau_3, \tau_4 \}$ consists of mapping functions between business services and abstract software services, between control logics at the two levels, between service associations and between business information entities and software messages.
notes a set of convergent rules that contain auxiliary information needed to implement $F$.

- $\tau_1 : B_A \xrightarrow{Ru} A_S$ sets up relationships between business activities and abstract software services. Because a business activity is bound with a business service according to $B^2_R$ and each business service has a definite counterpart (namely an abstract software service) in software-level models according to our convergent rules, this function can map between business activities and abstract software services in a straightforward manner. Here, business services are extracted from abstract software services in terms of the convergent rules and take on the business view of abstract software services. This is the basic convergent point of the business domain and the software domain in CAFISE.

- $\tau_2 : B^1_R \xrightarrow{Ru} A^1_R$ maps relationships between business activities to control relationships between abstract software services.

- $\tau_3 : B^2_R \xrightarrow{Ru} A^2_R$ generates the associations between abstract software service declarations and concrete software services based on $B^2_R$ as well as rules for service abstraction and generalization.

- $\tau_4 : B^3_R \xrightarrow{Ru} A^3_R$ translates relationships between business activities and business information entities into message relationships between abstract software services. For example, if two business information entities are produced by a business activity $X$ and a business activity $Y$ respectively, and consumed by a business activity $Z$, we can get the synthesized message relationship between the corresponding abstract software service $x$, abstract software service $y$ and abstract software service $z$. Here, the abstract software services $x$, $y$ and $z$ can be identified through $\tau_1$. The mappings from other relationships of $B^2_R$ to direct and decomposed relationships of $A^3_R$ are similar.

3.2 Constructing Convergent Models with the CAFISE Language

To describe and reify the CAFISE model presented above, the CAFISE language is designed. It is made up of two parts: a graphic business-level language segment and an XML-based software-level language segment. The convergent relation $\tau$ is implemented by the CAFISE framework discussed later.

3.2.1 Business-Level Specification

The business-level language segment of CAFISE, called CBL, is designed to be “user-centric” to enable business people to make on-demand configuration of service grid applications. CBL intends to allow a business expert to transparently examine all dispersed computational resources available to him as business objects and to configure them in an easy and straightforward manner. We introduce some simple graphical symbols for business users to draw his or her personalized pictures of the businesses in concern. Through dragging and configuring these symbols, business users can, to certain extent, program their “applications” quickly according to their personal needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business activity</td>
<td>It represents a business activity, which defines what to do at a business step.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business service</td>
<td>Business services are organized in advance (see Fig. 2) and are used to perform business activities. Users can choose and drag them to set up associations with business activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional sequence</td>
<td>It links two business activities and denotes that these activities are performed sequentially under certain conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional split</td>
<td>Some of the business activities behind this point can be performed concurrently under certain conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional join</td>
<td>Business activities before this point need to be finished only partially under certain conditions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The graphical symbols and their descriptions are given in Table 1. Business information entities that business activities consume or produce are specified as attributes of business activities, and thus do not appear as stand-alone icons. A link may be associated with a set of conditions. The condition is defined as attributes of the link and expressed as a Boolean expression.

3.2.2 Software-Level Specification

The software-level language segment of CAFISE, called CSL, is expressed in XML format so that the specifications can be exchanged easily across a wide-area network. Due to the space limitation of the paper, we only present here some key elements of CSL, which are listed in Table 2. Details of a complete definition of the CAFISE language can be found in [17].
The development of CSL benefits from BPEL4WS\textsuperscript{[18]} that is an executable business process language facilitating Web services composition. In BPEL4WS, the executable processes correspond to composite services that are modeled as a directed graph. BPEL4WS focuses on specifying what composite services do and how they work, and does not yet provide enough support for dynamically reconfiguring the service composition when requirements change.

In CSL, the associations between abstract software services and concrete software services can be defined either in advance or at runtime. With dynamic service binding, concrete software services that implement abstract software services can be chosen and composed at run-time. It brings along greater flexibility to choose the most suitable services from multiple candidates and to handle exceptions in invoking remote services. As shown in Table 2, the language element \((\text{DynamicBinding})\) is provided for specifying all necessary dynamic binding information. Since service binding policies are relevant to domain knowledge, it is hard to define a universally applicable set of descriptions. An extendable policy description and evaluation mechanism is explicitly introduced and a policy evaluator is provided inside the \((\text{NonFunRestrictions})\) element. Through this mechanism, users can define policies by themselves.

After having introduced the CAFISE model and the language thereof, let us summarize the principles of CAFISE modeling as well as the usage of the language. First, users can use the business-level language to build business-level model on their demand. They only need to drag and configure the symbols to define their business requirements using predefined modeling elements and rules. Based on the resulting business-level models, software-level models can be derived in terms of the convergent relation \(\tau\) with the support of a predefined set of CAFISE rules as well as the CAFISE framework that is to be discussed in the subsequent section. Software-level models are interpreted directly by a core component of the CAFISE framework, called the CAFISE virtual machine to realize the so-called just-in-time configuration or dynamic reconfiguration to meet users' spontaneous requirements.

### 4 CAFISE Framework

The CAFISE framework is designed to realize our approach and enable on-demand configuration and dynamic reconfiguration of service grid applications. As depicted in Fig. 3, the CAFISE framework is composed of a set of core components and front-end tools assisting users to configure and reconfigure service grid applications. The convergent modeling environment offers power users a means to express their requirements from business viewpoint and transform resulting business models to configuration specifications in the CAFISE language. The reconfiguration component takes the responsibility for managing dynamic changes and reconfiguring applications while applications are still in execution. The CAFISE virtual machine provides support for the execution and final
of this section, we will briefly examine the adaptive configuration process of service grid applications with the help of the CAFISE framework.

Through the convergent modeling environment, power users can design business-level models to express their demand in a just-in-time manner. The graphical tool helps power users to browse the network-based resources made available to them, and to configure their applications by correlating the resources and thus defining the business-level models. The corresponding "executable" software-level models are derived from the resulting business models. As shown in Fig. 3, power users can use the convergent modeling component to configure and reconfigure applications, which helps to get the CAFISE-enabled application - A to be modified and evolved to a new application - A'.

The component — CAFISE virtual machine — is responsible for interpreting the software-level models and invoking individual services. In case that dynamic binding mode is specified or exceptions arise during service invocation, the CAFISE virtual machine needs to evaluate the most suitable services from possible candidates. In addition to these main tasks, the CAFISE virtual machine also provides the following functionalities. It helps to maintain a meta-data space containing collections of structural and behavioral meta-data of the "executing" applications. The concepts and techniques of reflection are used to construct and maintain a set of meta objects that are designed for the management of dynamic changes and reconfiguration. In the past years, reflection has been one of the most useful techniques for developing adaptable systems[20]. Dynamic reconfiguration of service grid applications can benefit from the concepts and techniques of reflection, in particular the concepts and protocols of meta objects[21,22]. A meta object protocol is a supplementary interface to conventional object models. It provides an effective means to incrementally modify the behavior and implementation.

When changes to a business take place while its application is running, a power user can use the reconfiguration component to adjust the application’s configuration to reflect the changes. The reconfiguration component monitors the running status of the application. Each time a power user wants to make a reconfiguration, the component can reproduce the business-level models and present the most state-of-the-art status of the running application, and allow the power user to make legal modifications through related meta object protocols. We reify two aspects of the business-level models of CAFISE, the structural aspect and the behavioral aspect, to build two sorts of corresponding meta objects, namely structural meta objects and behavioral meta objects respectively. A structural meta object captures topological information through extracting the relation among business activities. A behavioral meta object captures how business activities act through extracting relationships between business activities and business services, and relationships between business activities and business information entities. At the same time, a set of operations is defined based on these two sorts of meta objects to support dynamic application reconfiguration. The operations defined on the structural meta objects are used to insert and delete business activities, business information.
entities as well as business services. The operations defined on the behavioral meta objects are used to adjust relationships between business activities and the corresponding business information entities or business services. Through these meta objects and the operations, a basic ability for dynamically re-configuring service grid applications is obtained.

5 Case Study with an Application Scenario

The CAFISE approach has been applied within the context of a real project called FLAME2008. FLAME2008 (A Flexible Semantic Web Service Management Environment for the Olympic Games Beijing 2008) is a project under the Chinese Digital Olympiad Framework initiative supported by China's Ministry of Science and Technology and Chinese Academy of Sciences. The project aims at developing a service-oriented application platform, on which an effective information system providing integrated, personalized information services to the public can be based. In such a large-scale information system, many applications providing services are involved and there are numerous individual requirements from various users. It requires the information system to adapt to changing requirements by quickly (re)configuring different service resources. To illustrate how the CAFISE approach works, we use the following simplified scenario: Mr. John Bull is a sport reporter and will come to Beijing for interview during the Olympic Games 2008. While watching matches, making interviews and going sightseeing, he can seek help and acquire personalized services from this information system. Based on his demand, the information system composes dispersed services over the Internet to provide one-step information services to him. With the support of the CAFISE approach and its supporting mechanisms, John can construct his personal application in a just-in-time manner through directly composing network-based services on his own demand.

5.1 Just-in-Time Configuration of Service Grid Applications

John can switch his role as a power user or as an end user. For example, as a power user, he may configure spontaneously his personalized application supporting his daily schedule. As an end user he can use the application he builds. To build the personal application for his travel planning, he defines several business activities and their relationships. The business activities are named as order airline ticket, query match ticket, and order match ticket respectively. Then, he can check what kinds of business services are available, choose and then drag business services to the corresponding business activities to complete the specification. The business services are abstracted and organized based on related software services over the Internet. The assemblies of business services are organized as service communities [16] according to access rights, preferences, and other organization principles. In this simplified scenario, the following business services from registered software services may be useful for him: airline ticket booking, Olympic information inquiry service and Olympic ticket application service. John arranges the business activities in a certain order (using the mechanisms defined in CBL), chooses suitable business services and associates the chosen business services with the business activities he defined. As such, he defines a simple business-level CAFISE model.

The visualized view of business-level model built with the CAFISE modeling environment is shown in the right corner at the bottom of Fig.4. After John's requirements are captured in the intuitive way, it is the CAFISE framework's job to derive an "executable" software model. The CAFISE framework, which implements the convergent relation τ and embodies the basic convergent rules, translates the resulted business-level model into a software-level CAFISE specification. The CAFISE virtual machine can then interpret the specification when an end user, either John or someone else, calls the application.

Fig.4. The power user interface reflecting the business-level view of the scenario.
5.2 Dynamic Reconfiguration of Service Grid Applications against Business Changes

While using the application he built, John finds that if he does not know the detailed event schedule of match, he cannot inquire match tickets conveniently. If he knows the match schedule before querying match ticket, this problem can be solved. So, he may want to adjust the application according to his new demand at runtime. With CAFISE, John, as a power user, can reconfigure his application dynamically. He may insert and configure a new business activity (get match schedule, for example), before the business activity query match ticket, with the reconfiguration tool. Among possible candidates offering schedule information, the most suitable business service can be chosen according to a flexible scheme for service selection to fulfill this business activity. Fig 5 illustrates the adjustment process of business-level model. Then, the software-level specification is altered automatically to reflect the changes. The CAFISE framework will check and verify the validity of the changes. Finally, the CAFISE virtual machine will continue interpreting and executing the changed specification.

![Image](image_url)

Fig. 5. An example of business-level model adjustment.

6 Concluding Remarks

Since a service-grid-based application is subject to just-in-time construction and changes, how to make a service-grid-based application user-configurable becomes a challenging issue. Based on an integrated model that relates some key elements of a business-level design issues and their counterparts in the software domain in convergent way, CAFISE promotes the metaphor of user-end programming and enables demand-driven and user-centric configuration of service grid applications.

The development of CAFISE is guided by a number of real-world scenarios to highlight its practical usefulness. The approach and the CAFISE framework are used in the FLAME2008 project to allow a business expert to transparently examine all scattered resources that are accessible and available to him or her and to configure and reconfigure them in an easy and straightforward manner.

In FLAME2008, we focus on the issues of service composition and dynamic service binding in the software-level CAFISE model. As a future work, we will extend the mechanisms to cover service deployment and service-level interactions. Also, the convergent relation between business-level models and the software-level models in FLAME2008 is straightforward to some extent. At present, the convergent rule set $R_u$ mentioned in Section 3 takes into consideration some predefined business rules and some basic relationships between business-level models and software-level models in a fixed manner. Constructing and leveraging a fully-fledged and easily maintainable rule set are one of the most important goals of our ongoing research work. The CAFISE approach is based on a grid-oriented resource organization. Though we did not discuss issues of resource organization in details in the paper, methodological and tool supports for the service community mentioned earlier are among the key research themes of our research group.
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